Objective: The goal of this study was to develop a practical framework for recognizing and disambiguating clinical abbreviations, thereby improving current clinical natural language processing (NLP) systems' capability to handle abbreviations in clinical narratives.
INTRODUCTION
Health care providers frequently use abbreviations in clinical notes as a convenient way to represent long biomedical words and phrases. 1, 2 These abbreviations often contain important clinical information (eg, names of diseases, drugs, or procedures) that must be recognizable and accurate in health records. 3, 4 However, understanding these clinical abbreviations is still a challenging task for current clinical natural language processing (NLP) systems, primarily for 2 reasons: a lack of comprehensive lists of abbreviations and their possible senses (sense inventory), and a lack of efficient methods to disambiguate abbreviations that have multiple senses. 5 Previous studies have explored different aspects of handling clinical abbreviations, such as building abbreviations and sense inventories from medical vocabularies or clinical corpora 2, 6, 7 and disambiguation methods. [8] [9] [10] [11] Although these studies provided valuable insights for handling clinical abbreviations, few practical systems have been developed to improve the limited capability of current clinical NLP systems to identify abbreviations. The goal of this study was to develop a practical, corpus-driven system to handle abbreviations in clinical documents. Previously, we developed a machine learning-based method to detect abbreviations in a clinical corpus, 12 a semisupervised method to build abbreviation sense inventories based on clustering and manual review, 7 and a profile-based method for abbreviation sense disambiguation. 10 In this study, we reimplemented the above algorithms and methods in Java and integrated them into a single open-source framework, called clinical abbreviation recognition and disambiguation (CARD). To demonstrate the utility of CARD, we applied it to Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC)'s discharge summaries and clinic visit notes and constructed 2 comprehensive sense inventories that contain frequent abbreviations and their possible senses in each corpus. Using annotated abbreviation corpora from VUMC and the 2013 Shared Annotated Resources (ShARe)/Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum (CLEF) challenge, we demonstrated that CARD could improve the performance (F1 score) of MetaMap 13 on handling abbreviations (F1 score 0.338-0.755 on the VUMC corpus). In addition, we applied CARD to a common task of disease named entity recognition (NER), and it improved the performance of NER on both external corpora, indicating the generalizability of the CARD framework. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first open-source practical system for clinical abbreviation recognition and disambiguation. It is time-and resource-consuming to build such knowledge bases of clinical abbreviations manually. Recently, we proposed a more feasible approach to building clinical abbreviation sense inventories, which first detects candidate abbreviations using machine learning methods 12 and then finds possible senses of an abbreviation using clustering-based methods followed by manual review. 23 Using a set of 70 hospital discharge summary notes, we demonstrated that the machine learning-based abbreviation detection method could achieve an F1 score of 95.7% (with a precision of 97% and recall of 94.5%). For abbreviation sense detection, our clustering-based approach showed that we could potentially save up to 50% in annotation cost, as well as detect more rare senses of abbreviations in a data set containing 13 frequent clinical abbreviations. 7 However, despite the promise of these approaches, they were only evaluated on small data sets and have not been used to generate comprehensive abbreviation and sense lists from large clinical corpora. The second challenge for handling clinical abbreviations is that they can be ambiguous (eg, "AA" can mean African American, abdominal aorta, Alcoholics Anonymous, etc.). 4 Resolving word ambiguity is a fundamental task of NLP research, called word sense disambiguation (WSD). 24 Investigators have developed different methods to address this problem, including the majority sense approach, literature concept co-occurrence methods, semantic and linguistic rules, knowledge-based methods, and supervised machine learning methods to disambiguate biomedical words. 15, 17, [25] [26] [27] A number of studies have focused on clinical abbreviation disambiguation. [28] [29] [30] [31] Many studies have shown that supervised machine learning-based WSD methods can achieve good performance. Most recently, there have been studies exploring more advanced features, such as word embeddings trained from neural networks. 32 However, supervised machine learning approaches are not very practical because they require an annotated training set for each ambiguous abbreviation. 11 To reduce the cost of annotating training corpora, Pakhomov et al. 29 proposed a semisupervised method to automatically create pseudo-annotated data sets by replacing long forms with corresponding abbreviations, which showed promising results. We and others also demonstrated that profile-based approaches that build on the vector space model work better on such pseudo-corpora. 10, 29 However, all these approaches to clinical abbreviation disambiguation have been evaluated using only small data sets that contain limited numbers of clinical abbreviations. Currently, no robust abbreviation identification modules are widely used in existing clinical NLP systems. While some systems can identify abbreviations together with their in-line definitions, 17 few can accurately identify ad hoc abbreviations without indocument definitions. The goal of this study was to develop a practical framework for clinical abbreviation recognition and disambiguation, by integrating state-of-the-art methods in handling clinical abbreviations. The contributions of this work are 3-fold. First, we developed CARD, an open-source software for handling clinical abbreviations. Users can apply it to their own corpora to detect abbreviations, create sense inventories, and build disambiguation methods. Second, by applying the CARD framework to Vanderbilt's clinical corpora, we created 2 comprehensive lists of frequent abbreviations and their senses for discharge summaries and clinic visit notes, which are valuable resources for clinical NLP research. Third, we integrated CARD with MetaMap to provide a convenient wrapper for end users of clinical NLP systems. We believe this work can improve the state-of-the-art practice of clinical NLP systems on handling abbreviations.
BACKGROUND

METHODS
Developing the CARD framework
As shown in Figure 1 , the CARD framework consists of 3 components that build on proven methods for handling clinical abbreviations. The first is the abbreviation recognition module, which detects abbreviations from clinical corpora using machine learning algorithms. 12 The second is the abbreviation sense detection module, which finds possible senses of an abbreviation in a given corpus using a clustering-based approach. 7 The third is the abbreviation sense disambiguation module, which determines the correct meaning of an abbreviation in a given sentence based on sense profiles and the vector space model. 10 For a given clinical corpus, CARD will generate the following outputs: (1) a list of clinical abbreviations in the corpus, (2) a corpus-specific sense inventory of selected abbreviations, and (3) an abbreviation disambiguation tool, thus providing an end-to-end solution for handling abbreviations in the corpus. CARD is implemented in Java and available as an open-source package (https://sbmi.uth.edu/ccb/resources/abbreviation.htm). The following sections describe more details for each component of CARD.
Abbreviation recognition module
This module classifies whether a word in a given corpus is an abbreviation or not. In a previous study, we investigated 3 different machine-learning algorithms, support vector machines (SVMs), random forests (RFs), and decision trees, to detect abbreviations. Our results showed that the SVM classifier achieved the best performance. 12 Therefore, we implemented an SVM-based abbreviation recognizer in CARD using the libSVM package. 33 We also leveraged existing lists of known clinical abbreviations (eg, LRABR in the UMLS) to ensure that we did not miss important abbreviations already covered by existing abbreviation databases.
Sense detection module
This module finds all possible senses of each abbreviation (called a "sense inventory") according to the context and discourse information in the corpus. We have developed a semiautomatic method for building corpus-specific sense inventories for clinical abbreviations by combining a sense clustering algorithm with manual review of the centroid of each sense cluster. 7 For CARD, we reimplemented this method in Java and developed a web-based graphic interface to facilitate annotation of senses of clusters.
Sense disambiguation module
This module first recognizes abbreviations in a clinical document by looking up the abbreviation list generated by the first module. If an abbreviation has only 1 sense (according to the sense inventory generated by the second module), it assigns the sense to the abbreviation directly. Otherwise, it runs the sense disambiguation algorithm to determine the correct sense for the ambiguous abbreviation. Currently, CARD implements a profile-based WSD method 10 to disambiguate clinical abbreviations, because previous studies showed that such methods are robust.
10,29
Applying CARD to VUMC's clinical corpora
We applied the CARD framework to 2 types of corpora at VUMC: discharge summaries and clinic visit notes. Using the standard CARD pipelines, we detected all abbreviations from each corpus, generated sense clusters and manually reviewed sense inventories for the top 1000 most frequent abbreviations, and built sense profiles for abbreviation sense disambiguation. We then evaluated the performance of the CARD framework on detecting and disambiguating abbreviations using a different annotated corpus from VUMC's.
Data sets
We used clinical documents taken from VUMC's synthetic derivative 34 
Abbreviation detection
To detect abbreviations from discharge summaries and clinic visit notes, we adopted an SVM classifier developed in one of our previous studies. 12 The classifier was trained using 70 discharge notes, and it showed an F1 score of 95.7% on detecting abbreviations from discharge summaries. However, when applying this classifier to the clinic visit notes, we found that there were new abbreviation patterns. Thus, we further annotated 30 additional clinic visit notes and retrained the model.
Sense clustering
After detecting the abbreviations, we identified the top 1000 most frequent abbreviations to build sense inventories. For each of these, we randomly sampled up to 1000 sentences from the corpus. The TCSD algorithm 7 was used to group these sentences into clusters, where sentences containing the same sense of an abbreviation were assigned together. We controlled the parameters to generate up to 20 sense clusters for each abbreviation.
Sense annotation
We collected the centroid sentences of each cluster and displayed them in a web-based annotation interface with the target abbreviation highlighted. Figure 2 shows the annotation interface. The experts then manually reviewed each sentence and annotated the sense according to annotation guidelines. We adopted a 3-round annotation workflow to speed up the annotation. In the first round, we recruited 2 third-year medical school students (L.W. and C.B.) to pre-annotate the abbreviations that they could understand with high confidence; they left blank the abbreviations they were not confident about. Three physicians with different clinical expertise (J.D., S.T.R., and R.A.M.) served as the second-round annotators. They manually reviewed pre-annotated abbreviations to resolve incomplete ones and corrected the pre-annotations as needed. For the instances that remained unsolved after individual review by the second-round annotators, we discussed their meanings in the third round in a group meeting among all annotators.
Annotation normalization and sense frequency calculation
We collected all the annotated senses and manually reviewed them to normalize the following variations: (1) plural/singular: normalize all plurals to singular, eg, milligrams to milligram; (2) synonyms: normalize each synonym to a commonly used one, eg, computed tomography angiogram to computed tomographic angiography; (3) tense: normalize different word tenses to the word's lemma, eg, discontinued to discontinue. Then we estimated the sense frequency based on the annotated senses. Finally, we mapped the normalized senses into the most specific UMLS concept unique identifiers (CUIs) by leveraging existing clinical NLP systems (MetaMap and KnowledgeMap 17 ) and with help from a domain expert (E.S.). 
Integrating CARD with MetaMap
The CARD framework is an independent package for clinical abbreviation recognition and disambiguation. To promote its use with other existing general clinical NLP systems, we developed a wrapper of CARD for the widely used MetaMap system. The wrapper reads MetaMap outputs and updates them using CARD's results. In this way, researchers can take advantage of the CARD framework to recognize and disambiguate clinical abbreviations without modifying their existing pipelines that use MetaMap.
Evaluation
To assess CARD's end-to-end performance on detecting and disambiguating clinical abbreviations, we evaluated it using 2 abbreviation corpora: an existing VUMC corpus that was built in our previous research, which consists of 32 discharge summaries, with abbreviations and their senses annotated by 3 domain experts, 5 and one from a different institution, the abbreviation corpus from the 2013 SHARe/CLEF challenge, 20 which was constructed from the Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive Care II (MIMIC II) corpus. 35 There is no overlap between VUMC's evaluation data set and the data sets used to train the CARD system. In this evaluation, we reported the performances of 4 systems: MetaMap, cTAKES, CARD, and the MetaMap-CARD wrapper (we did not include the MedLEE system due to license expiration). Standard measurements (micro-averages) including precision (defined as the ratio between the number of correctly detected abbreviations and the total number of detected abbreviations by the system), recall (defined as the ratio between the number of abbreviations correctly detected by the system and the total number of abbreviations in the gold standard), and F1 score (calculated as 2*precision*recall/(precision þ recall)) were reported. 
RESULTS
We constructed 2 comprehensive abbreviation sense inventories from the VUMC discharge summaries and clinic visit notes. Table 3 shows a comparison of the 2 sense inventories. The CARD framework identified more potential abbreviations in the clinic visit notes than in the discharge summaries (107 303 compared to 27 317). For the top 1000 most frequent abbreviations, the sense clustering algorithm detected 20 101 clusters from clinic visit notes and 15 536 clusters from discharge summaries. The annotation time varied among abbreviations and annotators. It took approximately 2-3 weeks to finish the first-round annotation. After normalizing the annotations, the sense inventory from discharge summaries contained 915 abbreviations with 1299 unique senses, and the sense inventory from clinic visit notes contains 954 abbreviations with 1499 unique senses, showing that the abbreviations in clinic visit notes may have more diverse meanings. The abbreviations from the 2 sense inventories accounted for 92.5% and 93.4%, respectively, of the total abbreviation occurrences in both types of notes. Table 4 shows some examples of the sense inventory files, which contain not only the senses, but also the CUIs of the senses and the estimated sense frequencies. Table 5 compares the performances of MetaMap, cTAKES, CARD, and MetaMap-CARD wrapper on the VUMC corpus and the SHARe/CLEF abbreviation corpus. CARD outperformed MetaMap and cTAKES for recognition and disambiguation of clinical abbreviations on both corpora. After integrating with CARD, the performance of MetaMap was significantly improved, with F scores increasing from 0.338 to 0.761 on the VUMC corpus and from 0.210 to 0.332 on the SHARe/CLEF corpus. Table 6 compares the performances of MetaMap, cTAKES, and MetaMap-CARD wrapper on extracting disorder entities from the SemEval corpus and the UTHealth corpus. After integrating with CARD, the performance of MetaMap for identifying disorder mentions (encoding accuracy) improved 1.1% on the SemEval corpus and 2.9% on the UTHealth Occurrences: the total number of occurrences of all abbreviations. corpus. The accuracy of recognizing and disambiguating abbreviations improved only 10.2% and 18.5% on the SemEval corpus and UTHealth corpus, respectively.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we discuss the development of CARD, an opensource framework for abbreviation recognition and disambiguation. By applying CARD to VUMC discharge summaries and clinic visit notes, we constructed 2 sense inventories of the top 1000 most frequent abbreviations in each corpus, with each sense mapped to UMLS CUIs and its frequency estimated by sense clustering analysis. Our evaluation using the VUMC corpus and the SHARe/CLEF corpus showed that CARD could achieve better performance on abbreviation identification compared with the general NLP systems MetaMap and cTAKES. After integrating CARD with MetaMap, we demonstrated improved performance of MetaMap on the disorder NER task. We believe CARD, as well as the resources generated by this study (eg, the sense inventories), may enable current clinical NLP systems to better interpret abbreviations.
Existing clinical NLP systems have limited capability to deal with abbreviations in clinical documents from specific institutions. The CARD framework provides a practical solution to develop local sense inventories and customized disambiguation methods for each institution. As shown in Table 4 , when applying MetaMap and cTAKES directly to VUMC discharge summaries, we achieved low performance on identification of abbreviations (F1 score 0.338 and 0.165, respectively). However, CARD could achieve an F1 score of 0.755 by using sense inventories and disambiguation profiles generated from local corpora. This finding indicates a difference in abbreviations among notes from different institutions and the need to develop local sense inventories and disambiguation methods for each institution. CARD improves performance in both recall and precision. The locally generated abbreviation and sense lists improved the recall of the system. Using a set of 70 discharge summaries manually annotated in a previous study, 12 we found that this sense inventory achieved a coverage of 83% in terms of abbreviation occurrences (2347/2827), and a coverage of 81% in terms of sense occurrences (2279/2827). If we consider only the abbreviations covered by the sense inventory, the sense coverage goes up to 97% (2279/2347). On the other hand, existing abbreviation databases covered only around 60% of abbreviations, as reported by previous research. 6 The improved precision of CARD is mainly from the profile-based disambiguation approach, which utilizes local corpora to generate sense profiles. Thus, it is not surprising that CARD worked better on the VUMC corpus than it did on the SHARe/CLEF corpus (Table 5) , as it uses the sense inventories from VUMC. This result suggests that it would be ideal to develop local sense inventories and sense profiles, if possible. We also examined the majority sense strategy using the estimated sense frequency from the sense inventory constructed from discharge summaries. Using the majority sense method, the CARD system achieved an end-to-end F1 score of 0.744 on the VUMC corpus, suggesting that the estimated majority sense from CARD is very helpful in sense disambiguation. After examining the estimated sense distribution, we found that 83% of the ambiguous abbreviations (239) had a majority sense with a relative frequency over 70%, which explains the good performance of the majority sense strategy. This finding is consistent with our previous WSD study on a small set of clinical abbreviations. 31 However, the majority sense of an abbreviation is not always available, and it can vary in clinical notes from different subdomains of medicine or from different institutions, which prohibits wide use of this simple but effective method.
In this study, we found that different types of clinical documents demonstrated different abbreviation patterns, even when they were from the same institution. We compared the 2 abbreviation sense inventories from discharge summaries and clinic visit notes from VUMC and noticed that only 663 abbreviations occurred in both inventories. For abbreviations occurring in both types of notes, they often had different sense distributions. For the 663 overlapping abbreviations, there were 991 senses found in discharge summaries, whereas 1049 senses were found in the clinic visit notes. This finding indicates the need to develop corpus-specific sense inventories in order to achieve optimal performance.
Another interesting finding is about the comprehensibility of abbreviations in clinical documents among physicians. Out of the 15 536 sense clusters derived from VUMC discharge summaries, our physician reviewers labeled 344 of them (2.2%) as "unknown" after 3 rounds of annotation, denoting that some abbreviations are difficult to understand even for physicians in the same institution. We examined these unknowns and found that most of them were abbreviations with limited contextual information to indicate their meaning (eg, EOSIRE, NC: lgl). Additionally, these annotations were performed in the context of only a single note in front of the physician, and perhaps would be interpretable with access to the entire medical record. A potential solution for this problem would be to develop techniques that can correctly expand abbreviations while physicians type them in at the time of document entry.
CARD has limitations that can further guide development. For abbreviation detection, the long tail of less frequent abbreviations needs further investigation. One solution is to leverage the existing abbreviation knowledge base to help determine the inclusion of lowfrequency abbreviations. Moreover, even with the clustering approach, manual annotation of the centroid of each sense cluster would still be time-consuming. Methods that can automatically link sense clusters to corresponding senses in a knowledge base (eg, CUIs in the UMLS) would be very helpful. In addition to MetaMap, we also plan to build CARD wrappers for other popular clinical NLP systems such as cTAKES.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we developed and implemented an open-source framework for clinical abbreviation recognition and disambiguation. We demonstrated how CARD can be used to generate corpus-specific sense inventories and how it could improve the performance of an existing NLP system (MetaMap) on recognition and disambiguation of clinical abbreviations, thereby improving its performance on the disorder NER task. The CARD framework, 2 comprehensive abbreviation sense inventories, and the wrapper for MetaMap are publicly available at https://sbmi.uth.edu/ccb/resources/abbreviation.htm. We believe this tool will benefit the NLP community by improving current practice on understanding clinical abbreviations and other related clinical NLP tasks.
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